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Greetings to You,
Yesterday was hot, unlike close to devil’s lair in Texas but still hot! We had a great day in the Lord!! Eighty-five
degrees is Hot Hahahaha; I am thankful to be saved Hallelujah!!!
PRAISES:
Bev’s test results from the treatments are very good!! The tumors have shrunk, and all are happy!! We will do a
treatment every three months as a precaution. Bev has had two strokes without symptoms. We saw a neurologist in
Anchorage. He said she has a thirty percent chance of having another and this one will be bad. We are NOT
ignoring this call and we are doing as the doctor prescribes. Isn’t that what all people do when they hear of their
need of salvation??? We will do heart and sleep apnea tests. He stressed what sleep apnea can do to the small veins
in the brain, and it isn’t fun! So, Bev may be getting a c-pap machine. These tests are in August. By the way about
6 years ago I had finally gotten over the pride thing and I love my auto pap machine as it has changed my physical
life!! I could never read without falling to sleep, but not now. It’s not about manly it’s about life or death...like
brother Stone says, “Think about it!!”
Pray for a member of our work concerning a tumor that tests have been done on.
We are writing Gospel tracts and preparing to send them along with correspondence to reach Alaska! We have
people in our work excited about this and the organization of our work!! I will definitely let you know when we
will organize...WHEN GOD tells me about it!
Jesus is coming! The trumpet is going to sound! I have no doubt we are living in the last generation!! For 2000
years Israel was a scattered byword among all nations, a hated people! Dry bones!! GOD said to Ezekiel, “Can
these bones LIVE!!!???” They DID!! May 14, 1948! We are in the last part of the last generation and you and I had
better not stick our heads in the sand! Pray for us to carry on and reach as many as we can with the Gospel!
LOVE TO ALL,
Thank you for all the prayers and support,
Bro. Gary Hampton

